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iThentic launches Facebook game with an environmental impact  !

GreenYrLife – partners with Earth 911.com, makes green actions fun  
and supports the David Suzuki Foundation !

https://apps.facebook.com/greenyrlife/ !
Los Angeles – June 2, 2014 - iThentic announced today at the Stream Market in Santa 
Monica the launch of its environmental social simulation game, GreenYrLife, available on 
Facebook worldwide.  !
GreenYrLife makes everyday green actions fun by engaging audiences in daily play – both in 
the game and in real life. Similar to the popular Farmville experience, GreenYrLife players 
green their homes and lives, and access bonus video content as they proceed through the 
game. Importantly, as GreenYrLife attracts sponsors a portion of proceeds will be donated 
to support the David Suzuki Foundation, one of Canada’s leading organizations dedicated to 
protecting the diversity of nature and our quality of life. Key to the GreenYrLife launch is 
iThentic’s marketing partnership with Earth911.com, one of the leading environmental sites 
in the US with over 6.6 million annual visitors and 100,000 Facebook friends. !
“iThentic developed GreenYrLife in order to bring the very urgent issues in the climate 
change debate to a daily, routine level for players,” said Catherine Tait, Chair and Co-
Founder of iThentic. “Our challenge was how to make the serious business of greening fun 
and engaging in your everyday life.”  !
Like other popular simulation games, GreenYrLife gives users a virtual home to play with. 
The GreenYrLife home, however, can be upgraded by the player taking actions in the real 
world like replacing light bulbs or simply turning off air-conditioning or improving window 
seals. GreenYrLife also offers up green-minded mini-games and further engages players 
with videos and quizzes that give them ‘the dirt’ on all things green. !
“GreenYrLife is a platform to discover and connect with friends and like-minded people,” 
continued Tait. “There are prizes to win, video to watch, games to play.”   !

More on Page 2/…  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Unlike most Facebook and environmental games, GreenYrLife provides players with 
entertaining video series with handy information on greening. The series are The Dirt on 
Green: In NYC (13 x 2min) hosted by Christie Nicholson (science journalist, Scientific 
American, Slate, Discovery); Today on Earth (13 x 3min) hosted by Sarika Cullis-Suzuki 
(marine biologist, environmental media producer, Board Director, David Suzuki Foundation); 
and Green Tips (37 x 1min) hosted by Earth Dr. Reese Halter (award-winning broadcaster, 
author and conservation biologist.) !
“With a marketing partner like Earth911.com which reaches thousands of North Americans 
each day committed to improving the environment, we expect that GreenYrLife will hit the 
right target audience at launch,” said Jonas Diamond, CEO of iThentic.  !
GreenYrLife was produced in association with the Canada Media Fund. !
About iThentic  
iThentic is a digital content company, launched in 2006, that aggregates, produces and 
distributes the very best video content. The company is headquartered in Toronto with 
offices in New York City and Los Angeles and is a leading producer of web series, including 
recent International Digital Emmy, Canadian Screen Award, Digi and Rockie Award winner, 
Guidestones. In 2012, iThentic was named Canada’s Digital Company of the Year by 
Playback Magazine. Smiley Guy Studios, an award winning animation and new media studio, 
is the operating partner of iThentic with Jonas Diamond serving as CEO and Catherine Tait 
as Chair of the company. !
About Earth 911  
Earth911 is a lifestyle and media publishing company that helps consumers live a zero waste 
lifestyle.  Earth911 connects advertising partners with consumers in all aspects of their 
daily lives, from work and home to food and style. In addition, Earth911 offers the largest 
directory of recycling information in the United States. Earth911 is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Quest Resource Holding Corporation (NASDAQ: QRHC).   !!

- END - !
For more information, contact: 
Julie Giles, GreenHAT Digital 
Email: julie@greenhatdigital.com 
Tel: 416-533-6778 || Cell: 416-878-5328 !
* Trailer and high-res screen grabs are available at the GreenYrLife website.  
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